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• I think about water quite often, mostly focusing on how much I use water on a daily basis and 

what would happen if we ran out. 

• What surprised me the most was the amount of water put into transportation, and providing 

snacks and food like chocolate, and oatmeal. I already knew about the amount of water used in 

agriculture. But I wasn’t really familiar with it in detail.  Also, the amount of water I use on a daily 

basis turned out to be a LOT. So, I’m going to try and cut on that. This challenge also kind of 

made me interested in the technology included in the desalination process—I will be checking 

that out! 

 

• The thing is, I have to try and find some affordable options. Thanks to PGC I was able to find out 

that living a sustainable life doesn’t have to be expensive and costly. So, I have hope. I hope that 

I can save as much water as possible and avoid waste. We already have a low-flow showerhead, I 

have cut down on private transport, and I don’t take baths, I’ve always taken showers all 

throughout my life. I will make checking leaks a habit—just to make sure—I’ll use low-flow 

aerators on our tabs, and reuse the water I used for cooking. For instance, I can reuse the water I 

used for boiling eggs. I think that is a good idea since a lot of water is already used to provide 

that egg for me. This way I can avoid causing more waste. 

 

Caption: #PGC2023 Here is the link to the video. also in my 

bio: https://youtu.be/cFE82MXI7dk?si=LMP_Wxsdvf0LQ2C7 Water has been a part of our lives 

since the day we were born. It seems like we live in two different hemispheres of the world; 

some use water mindlessly like it’s infinite, and some can’t find water to supply their daily needs. 

Water is precious and we need to stay alive, literally. But other than drinking water, we use 

water for our hygiene, for supplying our food, for transportation, for making care and shoes, etc. 

How can people ignore something that they use every single day every hour of their life? I also 

want to call out the people who know that they are wasting water but do nothing about it, quite 

frankly they couldn’t care less… because they think that it’s the next generation or other 

people’s problem. The thing is, droughts are already happening in every corner of the world. It’s 

nothing like an impending doom, it’s already happening. We must take action while we can. 

Before it's too late. @turninggreenorg 

YouTube Video: https://youtu.be/cFE82MXI7dk?si=29mIMa0LOyQzfGiL 

Post link: https://www.instagram.com/p/CyApGu4OXak/?igshid=MzRlODBiNWFlZA== 
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